PSBB Students celebrate World Environment Day 2022

Students of PSBB T. Nagar celebrated World Environment Day on 5th June
2022 at Jeeva Park.

The theme ‘ Only one Earth’ with focus on 2022 being the ‘ Lunar Year of
the Tiger’ saw the students assembling as early as 6.30 am in the morning
at the park. The program was to create awareness on “Saving Tigers”.
Students from L.K.G. to Std 8 conducted a rally around the park, carrying
placards with messages on tiger conservation – the need to save them and
collective, transformative actions that can be taken to protect them. The
accompanying chant ’Save Tigers’ in their youthful innocent voices echoed
around the park, making the visitors pause, read the messages and appreciate
them.

The rally was followed by a street play in English and Tamil interspersed
with Tamil folk songs conveying the conversation between the tigers and
human beings. It was touching to see the ‘Tigers’ request human beings not
to hunt them for their skin and other parts and give them their rightful place
on the planet. ‘Remember that we are on the top of the food chain’ they said
‘and play an integral part in maintaining a healthy ecosystem’.

In turn, the ‘human beings’ accepted that they should not let their greed play
havoc with the life of tigers and their habitat.
“Having One Planet” highlights the need to redefine our thoughts and
actions to create a world that gives all forms of life (including tigers) their
own space.
‘Let’s live and let live’ announced the young children – a message that
resonated with all the people in the park- the joggers, visitors and parents.
The event was conducted as part of an activity of WWF-India and was
reported in the media .
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Mrs. Sheela Rajendra, Dean and Director & Correspondent as well as
Mrs. Durga Chandrasekar , Senior Vice Principal receiving a book on wild
life in Tamil Nadu from Ms. Lalitha Ramadurai, Senior Programme
Officer, WWF India – Chennai.
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